INDUSTRY SPEAKERS AND
WORKSHOP



AECOM


AECOM is a global network of experts
working with clients and communities to
develop and implement innovative
solutions to the world’s most complex
environmental engineering challenges.

STUDENT HIGHLIGHTS






It was interesting to hear from women
in engineering and the different
pathways there are within engineering
as a whole. I learnt that it can have a lot
to do with architecture and can be very
artistic
I have gained a lot more knowledge
with not only engineering itself but how
important every little job is – that ends
up with a building. I found the projects
the engineers did quite fascinating as
well.
I learnt about some of the types of
engineering and the jobs involved. I
also learnt about some of the
responsibilities of the job and how
engineering can change the world.









I learnt a lot more about the opportunities
science and engineering degrees can offer
you. I also learnt about some more of the
different jobs you can get at engineering
companies
I learnt lots more about the different jobs
involving engineering. I learnt about the
way engineering connects many things
within our lives. I never knew how many
projects and buildings AECOM contribute
to.
I really liked doing the bridge activity. Our
group worked really well together and we
balanced about 8 packs of paper on our
bridge. I also liked listening to all the girls
speak about engineering and it was quite
inspiring.
I learnt about different people and how
they got into their careers. It was
interesting to hear about how engineering
is impacting the world that we live in.
I found it really interesting to learn about
all the different types of engineering that
goes into everything from bridges to 42
story buildings and how a building is
designed to increase productivity.
I learnt how much fun bridge engineering is
and also about structure design.

